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Abstract

We describe a deterministic parallel algorithm for linear programming in fixed dimensiond that takes
poly(log logn) time in the common CRCW PRAM model and does optimalO(n) work. In the EREW model,
the algorithm runs inO(log n � log logd�1 n) time. Our algorithm is based on multidimensional search and
effective use of approximation algorithms to speed up the basic search in the CRCW model. Our method
also yields very fast poly(log logn) algorithms for smallest enclosing sphere and approximateham-sandwich
cuts and anO(log n) time work-optimal algorithm for exact ham-sandwich cuts ofseparable point sets. For
these problems, in particular for fixed-dimensional linearprogramming,o(logn) time efficient deterministic
PRAM algorithms were not known until very recently.

1 Introduction

We consider the standard linear programming problem: givena setH of n half-spaces inRd and a vectory,
find a pointx 2 TH that minimizesy � x. We restrict ourselves to the case wheren is much larger thand, and we focus attention on parallel algorithms that achievegood performance with respect ton. Since the
general problem is known to be P-complete [11], the restricted version assumes more relevance. For the most
part we will regardd as a constant. However, since the running time of our algorithm grows rapidly withd,
we will attempt to examine the exact nature of this dependence. Megiddo [28]described a linear time algorithm
for linear-programming in fixed dimensiond (hereafter referred to as LPd), using an elegant multidimensional
search technique. The same search technique, also known as prune-and-search, yielded optimal algorithms for
other optimization problems (see Megiddo [27] and Dyer [12,13]). Following Megiddo’s linear time algorithm,
there have been significant improvements in the constant factor (which was doubly exponential ind) due to Dyer
[13] and Clarkson [4]. Further progress was made, using random sampling, by Clarkson [5]. This algorithm
was later derandomized by Chazelle and Matoušek [8]. With more careful analysis and some additional ideas,
Matoušek et al. [26] improved it further that achieves an expected running time ofO(d2 �n+eO(pd log d)), a “sub-
exponential” dependence ond. Independently, Kalai [23] discovered an algorithm with matching performance
and these are presently the fastest known algorithms.

In the context of parallel algorithms for LPd, there have been a number of results in the direction of finding
a fast analogue of Megiddo’s linear-time sequential method[1, 2, 10, 30]. A straightforward parallelization
of Megiddo’s method yields anO(logd n) time n-processor EREW PRAM algorithm. (We writelogk n for�Preliminary versions of the main results of this paper appeared in [14] and [31]ySchool of Computer Studies, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK,dyer@scs.leeds.ac.ukzDepartment of Computer Science and Engineering Indian Institute of Technology New Delhi 110016, India,
ssen@cse.iitd.ernet.in



(log n)k, and similarlylog logk n for (log log n)k.) However, this is far from the best that can be achieved. Alon
and Megiddo [2] obtained an optimal parallel algorithm thatruns in constant time (i.e. time depending only
on d) on ann-processor randomized CRCW PRAM model. They used a variant of Clarkson’s algorithm [5],
which has smaller constants (in terms ofd) than Megiddo’s. More recently, Ajtai and Megiddo [1] developed a
deterministicO(log logd n) algorithm in ann processor model which allowsO(log logn) time selection. Since
there is an
(logn= log log n) bound for exact selection [3], their model is considerably more powerful than
the CRCW model, and partly non-uniform. It may also be noted that the work bound in the algorithm of Ajtai
and Megiddo is super-linear, since they use a linear number of processors. Thus ano(log n) time optimal de-
terministic algorithm for LPd had hitherto proved elusive. Very recently, Goodrich[18] (see also Goodrich and
Ramos [?]), independently obtained a poly(log logn) time CRCW algorithm with optimal speed-up using fast
parallel derandomization techniques. His approach is different from ours, being directly based on parallel de-
randomization techniques. His underlying randomized algorithm is similar to that of Dyer and Frieze [15]. This
is derandomized using fast deterministic constructions of"-approximations inRd . Here, we generalize the basic
multidimensional search algorithm of Megiddo. Instead of pruning a constant fraction of the constraints in each
round, we increase the rate of pruning as a function ofprocessor advantage. The processor advantage is propor-
tional to ratio of the number of processors to the number of constraints, which increases monotonically during
the course of the search. This allows us to improve the
(log n) phases seemingly required by Megiddo’s
approach, and leads to a fast EREW algorithm. However, it does not directly yield a poly(log logn) CRCW
algorithm for the following reason. All known versions of multidimensional search algorithms rely on exact se-
lection procedures, either deterministic or randomized. We make use of the observation that exact selection may
be substituted byapproximate splitting(defined formally in section 3) without significantly affecting the asymp-
totic convergence rate of the procedure. This is crucial, inorder to surmount the
(logn= log log n) barrier for
exact parallel selection: an impossibility in Ajtai and Megiddo’ s approach. We apply this observation, using fast
deterministic splitting algorithms in the CRCW model, to obtain a poly(log logn) time algorithm. Moreover,
we are able to achieve linear work simultaneously. Althoughall presently known poly(log log n) approximate
splitting algorithms are based on derandomization, they are relatively simpler and more efficient than construct-
ing "-nets inRd as in Goodrich’s algorithm [18]. However, it may be noted that the fastest algorithm known
for approximate splitting follows from applying Goodrich’s techniques. This could be used in our algorithm to
save anO(log logn) factor. However we have chosen to ignore this in our later description. Rather, we feel that
other poly(log log n) time approximate splitting algorithms, like that of Hagerup and Raman [22], which are
relatively simpler (although slower), are more in keeping with the basic simplicity of our approach. Our method
also implies a very simple poly(log log n) randomized CRCW algorithm, although this is asymptotically slower
than Alon and Megiddo’s algorithm. Our approach has immediate applications to other optimization problems
where Megiddo’s prune-and-search technique is effective.We are not aware of any previous poly(log logn)
time deterministic algorithms for problems likeminimum enclosing sphereandham-sandwich cuts. The latter
especially has numerous applications to divide-and-conquer algorithms, including those for convex hulls and
range-searching. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe our basic approach, generalizing
Megiddo’s multidimensional search technique. This directly yields a fast EREW algorithm. In section 3, we
modify the algorithm of section 2, substituting some of the exact procedures by their faster approximate coun-
terparts. In section 4, we analyze the algorithms for the EREW and CRCW PRAM and bound the total work byO(n). In section 5, we present further applications of our searchalgorithm to problems likeEuclidean 1-center
and ham-sandwich cuts for separable planar point-sets. Because of the close similarity of these algorithms to
that for LPd, we omit detailed analysis. In section 6, we make some observations regarding the relationship
betweenhyperplane cuttingsand our approach. We show the existence of a direct geometricconstruction for
cuttings that does not require derandomization. However, the size of this cutting is probably too large for general
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application.

2 A Parallel Multidimensional search method

Without loss of generality, we assume that LPd has feasible regionfx 2 Rd : xd � d�1Xj=1 �ijxj + bi; (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n)g;
and the objective is to minimizexd. Megiddo [28] noted that LPd can be viewed as determining thecritical linear
constraints which define the optimal pointx�. If we assume non-degeneracy (nod + 1 hyperplanes intersect in
a point of the feasible region), then exactlyd constraints define the optimal point and the remaining constraints
may be eliminated without affecting the optimum value. In its full generality, the LPd problem also requires
us to report if the optimum is unbounded or if the feasible region is empty. In the description that follows, we
do not discuss these conditions explicitly, noting that Megiddo’s approach can handle these cases effectively.
Suppose we have a set ofn hyperplanes,Hi = fx 2 Rd : ai � x = big; (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n):
Thesignof Hi with respect toy 2 Rd is defined asf�;+;=g depending onai � y � bi <=> 0
Geometrically, we wish to determine which side of the hyperplane containsy (including the possibility thaty
may lie on the hyperplane). We would like to determine the sign of y with respect to all the hyperplanesHi,(i = 1; 2; : : : n). To do this, we extend our definition to the sign of anarbitrary hyperplane in a similar fashion.
Megiddo showed that, by determining the signs of a constant numberA(d) of carefully chosen hyperplanes,
we can determine the sign of a constant fractionB(d) of theHi’s. HereA(d) andB(d) are functions ofd
only. By repeatedly applying this strategy, one can determine all the signs relatively quickly (as compared to
evaluating them individually). Megiddo used an elegant inductive argument to show the existence ofA(d) andB(d), starting from the observation that ford = 1, A(1) = 1 andB(1) = 1/2 (by determining the sign of
the medi an half-line). Ify is x�, and the hyperplanes are the constraints of LPd, then determining the sign of
all hyperplanes is clearly equivalent to solving LPd. Hereafter, we will be interested in determining the sign
of a hyperplane (not necessarily a constraint) with respectto x�. However,x� is itself unknown at the outset.
Megiddo showed that the sign of an arbitrary hyperplane can be determined by solving at most three linear
programming problems (recursively) in one lower dimension. Using a nontrivial recursive strategy (involving
recursion in bothn andd), Megiddo constructed an algorithm for LPd with running time linear inn but doubly
exponential ind. For convenience, we assume that no constraint hyperplane is parallel toxd. (This can be
achieved by standard perturbation techniques, if necessary.) From here, we focus on the followinghyperplane
locationproblem: Given a setN of hyperplanes of the formHi = fx 2 Rd : xd = d�1Xj=1 aijxj + big (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n);
we wish to determine the sign atx� of all Hi. This is often referred to as themultidimensional searchproblem.
We will say thatHi is locatedif we know the sign ofHi with respect to the linear programming optimumx�.
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As already noted, a straightforward parallelization of Megiddo’s algorithm yields anO(logd n) time algorithm
with n processors. It is inefficient because, in the later stages ofthe algorithm when relatively few constraints
remain, most of the processors are idle. We now describe a parallelization of multidimensional search which
uses processors more efficiently in the later stages, when the number of processors greatly exceeds the number
of constraints. The algorithm proceeds in stages, where during each stage, we determine the sign of some
hyperplanes. At the beginning of the stagei, we denote the set of hyperplanes byNi, their number byni and
define processor advantageri to bemaxf2; (p=ni)1=dg wherep is the number of processors. For example,n0 = n andr0 = 2 if p � n. Again, for simplicity of presentation, we assume thatri is an integer (or else take
the floor function). Also, in the remaining part of this section we will writeN , n andr instead ofNi, ni andri
since the description is limited to iterationi, for somei.

Par Mul Search(N; p; d)

1. The setN of hyperplanes is partitioned intor equal sized sets based on theira`1 values(` = 1; 2; : : : ; n).
This is done by selecting thek(n=r)th ranked elements (denoted by�k) from fa11; a21 : : : an1g for k =1; 2; : : : ; r. For convenience, write�0 = �1. Denote this partition ofN byP, where thekth classof P
consists of hyperplanesH` which satisfy�k�1 < a`1 � �k (k = 1; 2; : : : ; r).

2. Ford = 1, solve the problem directly and exit. (See below.) Otherwise, partitionN into r-sized subsets
(groups) by picking (for each group) one constraint from each class of P. Consider two hyperplanesHi
andHj in a group and sayai1 � aj1. Since they come from different classes ofP, there are values�k, �l
such that�k 2 [ai1; aj1℄ and�l 62 [ai1; aj1℄.

3. Using the transformation x10 = x1 + �k � x2 andx20 = x1 + �l � x2
we obtain two hyperplanesHij andHji whereHij (respectivelyHji) is obtained by eliminatingx01 (re-
spectivelyx02) betweenHi andHj. Intuitively these are planes that pass through the intersecton ofHi andHj and are parallel to thex10 andx20 coordinate axes respectively. There are two such hyperplanes for
each pair in the group. From Megiddo’s observation (see alsoDyer [13]), it follows that if we can locate
bothHij andHji (which are hyperplanes inRd�1 ) then we can locate at least one ofHi andHj. Figure
1 illustrates the situation in 2 dimensions.

4. We recursively apply the search algorithm in one lower dimension to all such hyperplanesHij, Hji. Note
that allHij lie in a subspace corresponding to the absence ofx10 but possible presence ofx20. Note there
are onlyr different variables of the typex10, one for each of ther different�k values. Thus there are onlyr distinct subspaces for which the algorithm must be called recursively. The algorithm is called in parallel
for all the distinct subspaces, allocating processors to the subproblems proportional to their sizes. At the
bottom of this recursion ond, we will generatespecialhyperplanes with respect to which we must locatex�. Location for these special hyperplanes involves recursively solving three(d � 1)-dimensional linear
programming problems. Each such problem is a restriction ofthe original LPd to a particular hyperplane.
(See Megiddo [28] for further details of these lower-dimensional problems).

5. Repeat the previous stepRd times, whereRd is a function ofd that we will determine during the analysis.
By repeating this step, we eliminate a fraction of the remaining hyperplanes.
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6. The located hyperplanes are now eliminated from consideration, the new processor advantage is deter-
mined, and the above procedure is repeated.

The total number of hyperplanes generated in step 2 is(n=r)r(r� 1) < nr since every pair of hyperplanes in a
group generates two lower-dimensional hyperplanes. Step 4actually involves a double recursion, one of which
we have unfolded (i.e. how to generate the special hyperplanes inductively inRd ) for exposition of the basic
algorithm. This is similar to Megiddo s exposition [28] of the sequential algorithm, where a certain proportionB(d) of hyperplanes is located usingA(d) queries, these functions being defined inductively. However, instead
of the number of queries, we bound the number ofroundsof parallel recursive calls. The numberRd will
actually be defined according to the following recursive scheme. For the same set of�k’s andr, we do rounds
of location (where is some suitable constant) for theHij ’ s, where a certain proportion ofHij ’s are located
recursively. This is done in order to boost the proportion ofhyperplanes located ind dimensions, for inductive
application. This idea has been used before in [4, 13]. The difference here is that we cannot wait for the results
of location in one group before we start on the next, as is donein the sequential algorithm. The number of
groupsr may be large, and so we must operate on them all in parallel. For d = 1, the constraints are half-lines
and the linear programs can be solved directly. The problem is equivalent to extremal selection (selection of
minimum or maximum), which can be solved inO(log n) time on an EREW PRAM andO(log logn) time on
a CRCW PRAM [?]. As constraints are eliminated in each repetition of Step 4, data compaction must be done,
to ensure efficient processor utilisation in the next. The processor requirement is determined by the total size of
all problems that have to be solved simultaneously on all levels of the recursion ond. We must show that this
remains bounded by the total number of processors. We will show this below and, more significantly, we will
show that the recursive procedure ind dimensions takes onlyO(log log n) rounds to eliminate all constraints.
This will lead to an overall time bound ofO(log n log logd�1 n) for LPd on the EREW PRAM.

3 Multidimensional search using approximate computations

To circumvent the
(logn= log log n) lower bound for exact selection in the CRCW PRAM, we will modify
step 1 of the previous section. We propose to use approximatesplitting in the partitioning step and approximate
compaction to do load balancing. As noted previously, extremal selection can be done inO(log log n) time in
CRCW PRAM. Formally, the problem ofapproximate splittingis defined as :

Given a set ofN of n elements and an integerr, 1 � r � n and anexpansion factor� > 1, choose
a setR of r elements (out ofN ) such that the maximum number of elements ofN in any interval
induced by (the sorted order of)R is less than� � n=r.

Intuitively, � = 1 gives even splitting but we will relax that significantly to speed-up our algorithm. For approx-
imate splitting, on CRCW model, we use the following result implied by the work of Hagerup and Raman[22]
and Goldberg and Zwick[20] (see appendix for details).

Lemma 1 For all given integersn � 4, andC � r � n1=4, approximate splitting can be done with expansion
factor

pr in O(log log2 n) time andO(r � n) CRCW processors whereC is a sufficiently large constant.

For smallerr, we partition theai2’s into two sets by an approximate median which can be found quickly using
the following result of Goldberg and Zwick.

Lemma 2 For a given setX of n elements and any fixed� > 0, an elementx 2 X whose rankr0 satisfiesn2 � r0 � n2 (1 + �) can be found inO(log log n) steps usingn= log log n CRCW processors.
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The problem ofapproximate compactionwas defined by Hagerup [21] as follows.

Given ann-element set, of whicha areactive, place the active elements in an array of size(1+�)a,
where� is thepadding factor.

As one might expect, the running time of fast parallel algorithms for this problem increases as� decreases.
Hagerup described anO(log log3 n) time work-optimal CRCW algorithm for the above problem for� =1=poly(log log n). The following improved result result was recently obtained by Goldberg and Zwick[20].

Lemma 3 The approximate compaction problem can be solved on a CRCW PRAM in timet � log log n, usingn=t processors, with a padding factor of1=poly(log log n) .

Suppose we substitute exact compaction by approximate compaction. Then, over theO(d) levels of recursion,
there will only be a slowdown in running time by a factor of(1 + �)O(d), i.e. a constant. We will also use the
following result onsemisortingto collect the elements of subproblem (i.e. a class or a group) together. The
semisorting problem may be defined as follows.

LetA be an array ofn elements such that each element has has an integer label` 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg.
Sort the elements ofA into disjoint subarraysA` (` = 1; 2; : : : ; k) such that, if there aren` elements
with label`, the subarrayA` must be of size of sizeO(n`).

The following is known about semisorting from [22]:

Lemma 4 Semisorting problems of array sizen and range sizek can be solved inO(log log n) CRCW time
usingkn processors.

So, ifC is the constant for the splitting algorithm above, the modified algorithm is as follows. If(p=ni)1=d � �,
we chooseri = (p=ni)1=d, otherwise we chooseri = 2, where� � C is a constant that we will determine below,
and use the method of Lemma 1 to partition theai1’s, 1 � i � n into classes. Once the splitters are determined,
the partitioning can be done by brute force, comparingai1 against all splitters simultaneously in parallel. (There
are sufficient processors for this to be done.) We put the hyperplanes in each class in near-contiguous locations
by an application of semisorting and approximate compaction. Then we give each hyperplane in a class a group
number corresponding to its position in the derived subarray. We now form groups by semisorting on group
number, followed by approximate compaction of the group subarray. Thus each group will pick at most one
hyperplane from each class, each hyperplane will belong to exactly one group, and each group is held in an
array little longer than its size. There are sufficient processors throughout since each uncompacted array is
only a constant factor larger than the group size, by Lemma 4.The per-processor overhead caused by arrays
not being exactly compacted is a small constant (in facto(1)), and hence we ignore it in the analysis. Note,
however, that some groups may have less thanr hyperplanes. The number of groups is determined by the size
of the largest partition since we take one hyperplane from each partition. Because of the approximate splitting,
there could ben=pr groups, rather than then=r which would result from exact splitting. However the size
of each group is no more thanr because the number of classes is onlyr. We will denote the set of groups byG, and their number byjGj. As indicated in the previous section, we pair hyperplanes from a group and solve
the lower dimensional problem recursively a constant number of times, (to be determined below). Then we
start a new iteration by throwing out constraints and compacting the remaining using Lemma 3. At the bottom
level (when the hyperplanes are points), we chooser splitters, so that the size of the largest partition is at mostn=pr. Location with respect to ther splitters can be done simultaneously inO(log log n) time using extremal
selection. We have chosenr so that we will have enough processors at the bottom level.
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4 Analysis

First we will prove a slightly weaker result, that our algorithm takesO(log logd+1 n) in a CRCW PRAM usingp = n processors, and subsequently reduce the number of processors. The analysis is generalized to handle
approximate splitting. Therefore, in particular, the bounds that we prove are applicable to the basic algorithm
of section 2. For convenience of presentation, we will referto hyperplanes inRd asd-hyperplanes. Our first
objective is to bound the number of rounds of hyperplane locations required to eliminate a constant fraction ofd-hyperplanes. Let�d denote the fraction ofd-hyperplanes that are located inRd rounds for a fixedri, sayr.
Since the maximum size of a partition at the bottom level isn=pr, �1 � (pr � 1)=pr. The following will be
used to write a recurrence for�d. The groups refer to the groupings ofG as defined in the previous section.

Lemma 5 The number of(d � 1)-hyperplanes that have to be located in the recursive call isbounded byn � (r � 1).
Proof:As pointed out in the previous section, althoughjGj could ben=pr because of uneven splitting, the
number of(d� 1)-hyperplanes can be bounded by

Pg2G ng(ng � 1) whereng is the number ofd-hyperplanes
in groupg 2 G. Sinceng � r, and

Png = n, the number of(d�1)-hyperplanes is bounded byn=r �r(r�1). 2
Observation 1 Suppose, in a certain group ofd-hyperplanes, at mostm(m� 1)=2 of the(d� 1)-hyperplanes
have not been located. Then at mostm d-hyperplanes are not located.

Proof: Recall that the(d � 1)-hyperplanes are obtained by taking all possible pairs in a group and generating
two (d � 1)-hyperplanes from each pair. Suppose there arem0(> m) unlocatedd-hyperplanes; consider them0(m0 � 1)=2 > m(m � 1)=2 pairs formed by these. At least one(d � 1)-hyperplane from each pair has not
been located, since locating both(d� 1)-hyperplanes in a pair would imply that one of thed-hyperplanes is lo-
cated. This contradicts the antecedent of the observation that at mostm(m�1)=2 pairs have not been located.2

In order to write a recurrence for�d, we let �ng denote the number of unlocatedd-hyperplanes in groupg
and letug denote the number of unlocated(d � 1)-hyperplanes (among theng(ng � 1) generated ing ). From
the above notations, �d = 1n(n�Xg �ng)
From Lemma 5 and the recursive application (i.e., a fraction�d�1 of thed� 1-hyperplanes are located inRd�1
rounds), Xg ug � (1� �d�1) � n(r � 1) (1)

From Observation 1, ug � 12 �ng � (�ng � 1)
implying 2ug + 1 � �n2g � �ng + 1
implying, in turn 2ug + 1 � ng :

Therefore
Pg �ng �Pg(2ug + 1). Substituting in equation 1, we can write the recurrence for�d as follows:�d � 1n(n� 2(1� �d�1)n(r � 1)� n=pr); (2)
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where the last term on the right corresponds to
Pg 1 = jGj � n=pr. Simplifying, we obtain�d � 1� 2(1� �d�1)(r � 1)� 1=pr

It is straightforward to verify by induction that, ford � 2, �d � pr�2pr , providedr � 8 and � 12. If r = 2, we

choose an approximate median with accuracy 1/6 (i.e.� = 1=6 in Lemma 2). Then equation 2 becomes�d � 1n(n� 2(1 � �d�1) � n� 2n=3);
sincejGj � n=2 + n=6 = 2n=3. For  = 12, and�1 � 1=3, �d � 1=4 by induction. Thus we take = 12
and� = maxf8; Cg in our algorithm description whereC is the constant from Lemma 1. The total number of
roundsRd for location in dimensiond satisfiesRd = d�1, sinceRd =  � Rd�1 andR1 = 1. Hence we can
write the recurrence forni, the number of surviving constraints at the beginning of iteration i asni+1 � ni(1� �d) � ( 34ni (ri = 2)2prini (ri � �) :
After O(d) iterations withri = 2, we will have(n=ni)1=d � �. Note that thenni=n � 18 . Thereafterni+1 � 2n1+1=2di =n1=2d
Letting �i = ni=n, we can rewrite the previous inequality as�i � 2�1+1=2di
where�1 = 18 . Therefore�i = O(1=n) (i.e. ni = O(1)) wheni � 1 log log n, for some constant1 = O(d).
Each iteration involves splitting, compaction and a constant number of recursive call to lower dimensional prob-
lems. LetTd(n) be the running time for ad-dimensional problem of sizen. Then we can write the recurrenceTd(n) � 1 log log n[d�1(Tallo + Tsplit + 3Td�1(n)))℄ (3)

whereTallo and Tsplit denote the times for data compaction and approximate splitting respectively From
Lemma 3,Tallo = O(log logn) and from Lemma 1,Tsplit = O(log log2 n) respectively UsingT1(n) =O(log logn), Td(n) is O(log logd+1 n) for d � 2. Since1 = O(d), the implied constant is2O(d2), which is
of the same form as that in the improvement of Megiddo’s algorithm due to Dyer [13] and Clarkson [4]. The
processor requirement is bounded by the number of(d � 1)-dimensional linear programming problems which
must be be solved simultaneously at the bottom level. Each such problem hasni constraints per problem. This
number is the total number of hyperplanes that must be located simultaneously. This is bounded byni(ri�1)d�1
from Lemma 5, since the number of distinct linear programming instances grows by an(ri � 1) factor at each
level of the recursion ond. But this is at mostn, since eitherri = 2 or ri = (n=ni)1=d � 8. We can now state
our intermediate result as

Lemma 6 Linear programming in fixed dimensiond � 2 can be solved inO(log logd+1 n) CRCW PRAM steps,
usingn processors .

Remark: Using a faster approximate splitting algorithm due to Goodrich [18], with Tsplit = O(log logn),
the running time would decrease toO(log logd n). The previous analysis also holds for the basic algorithm
of section 2 and therefore we can analyze the performance of the algorithm on the EREW PRAM simply by
substituting bounds for exact selection and compaction. Since thenTallo = O(log n) andTsplit = O(logn),
we obtain similarly to the above the following result.
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Lemma 7 Linear programming in fixed dimensiond � 2 can be solved inO(log n log logd�1 n) steps usingn
processors in a EREW PRAM.

To reduce the number of operations toO(n), we use a slow-down technique, applied inductively. We outline
our strategy in the case of CRCW PRAM. We have observed that the one-dimensional problem can be solved inO(log logn) steps usingn= log log n processors. Assume that the(d � 1)-dimensional problem can be solved
in O(log logd n) steps optimally. The standard slow-down method implies that, for any timet > log logd n,
these problems can be solved with optimal work. We start withp = n= log logd+1 n processors and reduce the
number of constraints ton= log logd+1 n by running the algorithm withri = 2 for O(log log log n) iterations.
Let td = log logd+1 n. In each iteration, we apply the work-optimal(d � 1)-dimensional method. Now iter-
ation i (starting withi = 0) takesmaxfitd; O(log logd n)g steps. Here � 34 is the fraction of constraints
eliminated at each iteration. In each iteration, we use the result of Lemma 3 to do load balancing. This takesO(maxfitd; log log ng) steps. The total time taken to reduce the number of constraints ton= log logd+1 n by
the above method can therefore be bounded byO(log logd+1 n + log logd n � log log log n). At this stage, we
switch to then-processor algorithm described previously. Therefore we can state our final result.

Theorem 1 Linear programming in fixed dimensiond � 2 can be solved in2O(d2) log logd+1 n CRCW PRAM
steps usingn= log logd+1 n processors.

Following an identical strategy, but usingtd = logn log logd�1 n andO(log n) for the load balancing time, we
obtain an analogous result for the EREW PRAM. However, the running time increases by anO(log� n) factor,
since the best work-optimal EREW selection algorithm knownruns inO(log n log� n) time (Cole [9]).

Theorem 2 Linear programming in fixed dimensiond � 2 can be solved in2O(d2) logn log� n log logd�1 n
EREW PRAM steps, usingn=(log n log� n log logd�1 n) processors.

5 Other applications

Although the search algorithm was described in the context of linear programming, the method extends to
problems where prune-and-search methodology has producedlinear-time sequential algorithms. We outline
two of these applications here, namely, findingthe smallest enclosing circle(or, more generally,the Euclidean
1-center problem) and findingham-sandwich cutsof separable point-sets on the plane.

5.1 Smallest enclosing circle

Given a setN = f(ai; bi); 1 � i � ng of points in the plane, we wish to determine a circleC that encloses
all the points and is smallest among all such circles. This has a natural analogue in higher dimension, where
we determine the smallest enclosing sphere in the appropriate dimension. Megiddo [27] described a linear time
algorithm for the smallest enclosing circle problem. Dyer [13] extended this to solve the more generalweighted
Euclidean one-centerproblem in any fixed dimension, using additional tools from convex optimization. The
idea of Megiddo’s solution is very similar to the linear programming algorithm. The minimum enclosing circleC is defined by at most three points, so the solution remains unchanged if we eliminate the remaining points. The
algorithm proceeds in iterative phases, where in each phasea constant fraction of the input points are eliminated
with linear work. The crucial issue is to recognize which points can be eliminated using carefully designed
queries. In the following, we follow Megiddo’s [27] description with appropriate modifications for the parallel
algorithm. We will first solve a restricted version of the problem, where the center ofC is constrained to lie
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on a given straight line. Without loss of generality, assumethis line is thex-axis. Denote the center ofC byx. Pair up the points arbitrarily and denote the perpendicular bisector of pair(ai; bi); (aj ; bj) by?ij . It can be
readily seen that there exists a critical valuexij (the intersection of?ij with thex-axis), such that depending

onx <=> xij one of the points in the pair can be eliminated, the one that iscloser tox. So if we can determine

answers to queries of the form “Isx <=> x ? for arbitraryx, we can use these to eliminate some of the points.

For example, by evaluating the query atxm, the median value ofxijs, we can eliminate one point from every

pair for half the number of pairs, i.e. a quarter of the points. Determining the sign of an arbitraryx ( x <=> x?)

is easily done by finding the furthest point (in Euclidean distance) fromx. Denote the square of this distance
by g(x). Let I = fi : (x� ai)2 + b2i = g(x)g. If x < ai for every i then,x < x. If x > ai for every i
thenx > x, elsex = x. All this can be done in linear time. So, applying the above procedure recursively
to the remaining points (at most3=4n), x can be determined inO(n) steps. More formally, we are solving the
following optimization problem (unrestricted case).minx;y f(x; y) = maxi f(x� ai)2 + (y � b)2g:
Note thatf(x; y) is a convex function of its arguments. In the preceding paragraph, we described a method
to solve the constrained problem wheny = 0. Given an arbitraryy, the sign ofy is defined to bef+;=;�g
depending ony <=> y� where(x�; y�) is the unconstrained optimum ofg(x; y). Because of the convexity, the sign

of y can be determined from the sign at(x; y), wherex is the constrained optimum. The sign at(x; y) can
be determined by an application of linear programming in plane or alternatively by a direct method of finding
a line separator (see Megiddo [27]). The overall algorithm is very similar to the linear programming algorithm.
Here we consider pairs of points instead of pairs of constraints. Each pair of point(a2i�1; b2i�1); (a2i; b2i)
defines a perpendicular bisector?i such that, if we could determine which half-plane of?i contains(x�; y�),
we could eliminate one point from the pair. This is similar todetermining the sign of?i. We pair perpendicular
bisectors,?i and?j say, and compute their intersectionpij. Consider the two linesXij andYij, passing throughpij, parallel to thex andy axes respectively. If the slopes of?i and?j do not have the same signs, then by
determining the signs ofXij andYij, we can eliminate one of the four points (defining?i and?j). Figure
2 illustrates this situation. Determining the sign ofXij or Yij is essentially a lower dimensional problem (the
constrained version) that we solved before. So, we have reduced the searching problem to one lower dimension.
The strategy is identical to that of computing signs of hyperplanes in section 2. Here the hyperplanes are defined
by pairs of points (the perpendicular bisectors). The groupings are done on the basis of slopes and the algorithm
is applied recursively to ther different subspaces generated. Herer is processor advantage, which will be
defined similarly to the linear programming algorithm. The analysis is carried out in a fashion almost identical
to section 4, and we omit further details. Note that computing the sign of a bisector eliminates at least one of the
two defining points. Hence we can summarize as

Theorem 3 The minimum enclosing circle ofn points on the plane can be determined inO(log log3 n) CRCW
time, usingn= log log3 n processors.

The above algorithm extends to any fixed dimensiond. To determine the sign of a hyperplane in dimensiond > 2, we will use linear programming in dimensiond after determining the center of the constrained smallest
sphere (center lies on the hyperplane). This is to determineif the center of the constrained sphere is contained
within the the convex hull of the pointsI determining the optimum. If it is contained, then we have theglobal
unconstrained optimum. Otherwise the optimum lies in the direction perpendicular to the hyperplane bounding
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the d extreme points ofI. This additional complication increases the running time by anO(log logn) factor
compared with the linear programming algorithm.

Corollary 3.1 The minimum enclosing sphere ofn points inEd for d > 2 can be determined inO(log logd+2 n)
time usingn= log logd+2 n CRCW processors.

5.2 Ham sandwich cuts and partitioning planar point-set

A line l is called thebisectorof a point setS if each open half-plane defined by the line contains at most half the
points ofS. It is known that, given two point setsP andQ, it is possible to bisect them simultaneously using
a line l. This line is called aham-sandwichcut of P andQ. In the special case whereP andQ are linearly
separable, Megiddo [29] described a linear-time algorithmbased on prune-and-search. Later, Lo and Steiger [24]
described a linear-time algorithm for the general case. Megiddo’s algorithm is useful in situations where we need
to partition a point set into four quadrants using two lines.We can choose one line to be the median with respect
to one of the axes. This partitions the points into two setsS1 andS2. Then, using Megiddo’s algorithm, we
can take the other line to be a ham-sandwich cut ofS1 andS2. This has numerous applications to divide-and-
conquer algorithms. Below we show that our search strategy yields a fast parallel algorithm for this special case
of ham-sandwich cuts. However, it must be noted that ham-sandwich cuts can be used to compute an exact
median of a set of points on thex-axis. (Simply take this set asP and an arbitrary two-point set in the upper
half-plane asQ.) Thus the lower bound on exact median-finding prevents us from attaining poly(log log n))
performance. Therefore, we will first design aO(log n) time algorithm for this problem. Then we will show
how to obtainapproximate ham-sandwichcuts in poly(log logn) time. An approximate ham-sandwich cut will
mean that each ofP andQ will be partitionedapproximatelyequally. We describe Megiddo’s method briefly.
(Our version actually follows the description in [16].) Theproblem is solved in the dual space where a pointp = (a; b) is mapped to the lineD(p) : y = 2ax � b, and a non-vertical linel : y = �1x + �2 is mapped
to the pointD(l) : (�1=2;��2). ThusD2 = D, and it is known moreover thatD preserves incidence and the
below-above relationship. (See [16] for details). Thus theP andQ are mapped to sets of linesG = D(P ) andH = D(Q). Assume, with loss of generality, that the lines ofG andH have non-positive and non-negative
slopes respectively (by choosing thex-axis as a separating line in the primal plane). In the arrangementA(S)
formed by a set of linesS, a levelk, (1 � k � jSj) is the set of points ofA(S) that lie belowexactlyk lines
of S. We will write Li(S) for the ith level of S. In the arrangementsA(G) andA(H), the median levels
correspond to lines that bisectP andQ in the primal plane. Because of the slope constraints we haveimposed,
the levels inG andH are monotonically non increasing and nondecreasing respectively. This implies thatLi(G)
andLj(H) have a non-empty intersection for alli; j. We wish to determine a pointp� in the intersection of the
median levels. ThenD(p�) is a ham-sandwich cut forP andQ. We actually solve a more general problem. We
determine a points in the intersection of theith level ofG and thejth level ofH. Letm = jGj andn = jHj.
The algorithm proceeds in phases, where in thekth phase, we are looking for a point common to the levelsgk
ofA(Gk) andhk ofA(Hk). HereGk andHk are the subsets ofG andH active during thek-th phase. Initially,k = 0, g0 = i, h0 = j, G0 = G andH0 = H. In thekth phase, we eliminate lines fromGk andHk that cannot
contain the common point using linetests. A test consists of determining which side of a given linet containsp�. (The test may also yield a point in the intersection, in which case the algorithm terminates.) Then new setsGk+1, Hk+1 are calculated after elimination of some lines. New values of gk+1 andhk+1 are chosen, and we
proceed to iterationk + 1. A test with respect to a linet is similar to computing the sign in our general search
strategy. It can be done in linear time sequentially and involves computing agkth andhkth intersection point ofGk andHk respectively on the linet. There are various cases, and we refer the reader to [16, pp 339–341] for
details. We use the following optimal selection algorithm from Chaudhuri, Hagerup and Raman [6].
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Lemma 8 For all integersn � 4, selection problems of sizen can be solved inO(log n= log log n) CRCW time
usingn log log n= logn processors.

Using this as a subroutine, we can compute thesignof a line t in O(log n= log log n) time. Consider the set of
linesL = H [ G. Supposel1; l2 2 L have slopes of the opposite sign andp1;2 is their common intersection
point. Lettx andty be the horizontal and vertical lines throughp1;2. By determining the signs oftx andty, we
can determine at least one of the linesl1 or l2 which cannot contain any points in the intersection of the levels.
(Otherwise, we can actually determine such a points, and the algorithm terminates.) We can therefore apply our
search strategy to this situation by partitioning the linesof L using their slopes. Here we can use exact selection
using Lemma 8 since we have more time at our disposal. The remaining algorithm is very similar to our previous
search algorithms, and the analysis follows along similar lines. Since each testing costs usO(log n= log logn)
time and the algorithm hasO(log log n) stages, the total time isO(log n) usingn processors. We may also use
exact compaction. Finally, using a technique similar to Theorem 1, we can reduce the number of processors toO(n= log n). Thus

Theorem 4 A ham-sandwich cut of two linearly separable setsP andQ can be computed inO(log n) CRCW
steps, usingn= log n processors, wheren = jP [Qj.
An approximateham-sandwich cut ofP andQ, with relative accuracy�, (0 < � < 1) will be defined as
follows. The cut is a linel which simultaneously partitionsP andQ, so that the partition ofP (respectivelyQ) does not contain more thanjP j(1 + �)=2 (respectivelyjQj(1 + �)=2) points. In the context of the dual
setting this implies that we have to determine a points that lies in the intersection ofLi(G) andLj(H) where(1��)jGj=2 � i � (1+�)jGj=2 and(1��)jHj=2 � j � (1+�)jHj=2. Ghouse and Goodrich [19], describe
a simple algorithm for this problem using random sampling followed by verification. We follow the lines of our
previous algorithms, with the modification that testing with respect to a line is done using approximate selection.
We use the following algorithm for parallel approximate selection from [6].

Lemma 9 For all integersn � 4 andt � log log4 n, approximate selection with relative accuracy2�t= log log4 n
can be achieved inO(t) time, using an optimally inO(n) operations. Furthermore, forq � 1, a relative
accuracy of2�q can be achieved inO(q + log log4 n) time, usingO(qn) operations.

We also use Lemma 3 to update the values ofgk, hk at each iteration. Because of the use of approximate
algorithms, testing with respect to a linet returns an answer satisfying the following property. Givengk, hk and
a linet, the test returns a half-plane (bounded byt) which contains an intersection point of level(1� �)gk of Gk
with level (1 � �)hk of Hk. (Here� is the relative accuracy of our selection algorithm.) Moreover, the updated
values ofgk andhk are accurate within a multiplicative factor(1+1=poly(log n)). Since there areO(log logn)
iterative phases of the algorithm, the overall accuracy canbe bounded by(1� �)O(log log n). From Lemma 9,� � 1=poly(log n) is achievable in poly(log log n) steps. Hence an overall relative accuracy of1=poly(log n) is
achievable using this approach. Therefore we have the following result

Theorem 5 An approximate ham-sandwich cut of linearly separable setsP and Q, with relative accuracy� � log�a n for some fixed constanta, can be computed inO(log log6 n) steps, usingO(n) operations, wheren = jP [Qj.
6 Some observations on our method

In this section we offer some insights into the multidimensional search technique relative to other methods, in
particular random-sampling based strategies. The randomized algorithm of Clarkson [5] (later derandomized
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by Chazelle and Matoušek [8]) exploits efficient geometricpartitioning methods based on�-net constructions
(often referred to ascuttings in the context of this problem). A1=r-cutting C, for a setH of hyperplanes inRd , is a collection ofd-dimensional simplices (with disjoint interiors) which coversRd . Furthermore, no sim-
plex intersects more thanjHj=r hyperplanes. The number of simplices inC is called thesizeof the cutting.
The derandomization methods are actually techniques for constructing cuttings whose existence is guaranteed
by the probabilistic method. It was shown by Matoušek [25] and Chazelle [7] that1=r-cuttings of sizeO(rd)
can be constructed in timeO(n � rd�1), using a derandomization technique based on the method of conditional
probabilities (known asRaghavan-Spencertechnique). It is fairly clear that, given such a cutting, the multidi-
mensional search method becomes easier to implement. We will show that the converse is also true– that the
multidimensional search method implies a cutting. This wasnoted somewhat less explicitly in some previous
papers (see [?, ?]). While the size of the cutting is much worse than one obtains from the derandomization
methods, it does not involve derandomization, and is a direct geometric constructon. The intuition is as follows.
The multidimensional search ind dimensions eliminates a fixed fractionB(d) of hyperplanes by location with
respect to a set of hyperplanesR of sizeA(d) . Let us denote the arrangement inRd induced by the hyperplanes
in R by A(R), and the region inA(R) that contains the optimum by��. Clearly the number of hyperplanes
intersecting�� cannot exceedjHj(1�B(d)), since any plane that has been located cannot intersect��. How-
ever, it is not obvious how many hyperplanes intersect otherregions� 2 A(R). If the same bound applies, then
we have a(1 � B(d))-cutting. This is indeed so, since Megiddo’s algorithm selects, at the bottom-most level
of recursion, a fixed set of hyperplanes and does the locationwith respect to these. Irrespective of where the
query point lies, the previous bound holds. The size of this cutting is less obvious. We reduce the number of
hyperplanes intersecting�� by iterating a fixed number of times on the lower dimensional problem. This is
an adaptive improvement that is local to�� and it is not clear how it affects other regions. However, modifying
equation 2 from section 4 as follows, will give us a bound on the size of a1=r-cutting.�d � 1n(n� 2(1� �d�1) � n(r � 1)� n=r): (4)

We have set the exponent = 1 for the reasons mentioned above, and replacedn=pr with n=r since we may
do exact splitting in the present context. In equation 4, it can be verified that�d � 1 � 2=r if �d�1 � 1 � 12r2 .
Applying this inductively, we find that�1 � 1 � 12d�1r2d�1 implies�d � 1 � 2=r. This implies a2=r cutting

in Rd . For anym, a1=m-cutting ofR1 has size(m � 1) (by choosing(m � 1) equally spaced values). Thus
the overall cutting contains2d�1r2d�1 hyperplanes. This is exponentially larger than the cuttings of sizeO(rd)
obtained from"-net constructions. However for small constantsr andd, this may be a reasonable alternative to
the derandomized schemes for constructing1=r-cuttings. We may summarize the discussion of this section as
follows.

Observation 2 Megiddo’ s algorithm implies a simple linear time method (without derandomization) for con-

structing1=r-cuttings of size(2d�1r2d�1)d in Rd , whered is a fixed constant.

7 Concluding Remarks

This paper makes two main contributions to parallel fixed-dimensional linear programming. First, we show that
an alternative implementation of Megiddos [28] technique enables efficient processor utilisation. Second, we
circumvent the bottleneck of median-finding, found in earlier adaptations of Megiddo’s approach, by substituting
approximate selection algorithms. (Note that even randomized selection has the same bottleneck.) However,
the underlying approximate algorithms have large associated constants, and the algorithms of Goldberg and
Zwick [20] use expanders. We can eliminate the need for expanders by settling for a somewhat slower algorithm
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(by a factor ofO(log log3 n)), using the method of Hagerup and Raman [22]. On the other hand, the running
time of Theorem 5 can be improved somewhat by using the selection algorithm of [20]. Finally, we remark that
reducing the dependence ond of the running time of our algorithm for LPd is a challenging open problem.
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Figure 1: Each quadrant is completely contained in a half-plane determined byHi orHj. So by determining the
signs of bothHij andHji, we can determine the sign ofHi orHj. For example, if the optimum lies in the NW
quadrant,Hi’s sign is determined. (Hij andHji are not necessarily perpendicular.)
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Figure 2: If the center of the optimum circle is located in theSW quadrant, clearly pointi will be strictly closer
thani0 and hence can be eliminated.

8 Appendix

We give a brief outline of the proof of Lemma 1. The ideas are adapted mainly from Hagerup and Raman[22],
where the reader can find more detailed proofs. Throughout, we will use�(r) to denote a factor of the form1 + 1

polylog(r) .
Proof of Lemma 1

Hagerup and Raman [22] describe a method for computingr approximate splitters inO(log log5 n) CRCW
time, usingrn processors. Below we describe how to speed up their method bysubstituting faster routines
for approximate prefix computationdue to Goldberg and Zwick [20]. The problemapproximate prefix-sumis
defined as follows:

A sequence0 = b0; b1; : : : ; bn is said to be an�-approximate prefix sum of a given nonnegative sequencea1; : : : ; an if we have iXj=1 aj � bi � (1 + �) iXj=1 aj
andbi � bi�1 � ai (1 � i � n). Lemma 3 is actually derived from the following result on approximate prefix
sums.

Lemma 10 ([20]) For any fixed� > 0, and fixedÆ > 0, an 1=(log� n)-approximate prefix sum sequence can
be computed inO(1) CRCW time, usingn1+Æ processors.

Substituting the previous result in the proof of Lemma 11 of [22], we obtain
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Lemma 11 A set ofn keys can bepadded-sortedwith padding factor�(n) in O(log logn) time, using a poly-
nomial number of processors.

To improve the processor bound in the previous lemma, we apply Lemma 10 recursively to a sample-sort algo-
rithm. For this we compute agroup sampleas follows:

LetA be a set ofn numbers,m be an integer and lets = nm2 . PartitionA into s groupsA1; : : : ; As, each of sizem2. Padded-sort theAi’s into subarrays of size�(n)m2 and letBi be the multiset consisting of the elements
with rank�m; 2�m : : : �m2 in Ai . ThenB = SiBi is a group sample ofA.

Remark: Computing a group sample of sizen=m involves sorting sets of sizeO(m2). By choosing a group
sample of appropriate size and using its members as splitters in a Quicksort-like algorithm (but for only a con-
stant depth of recursion), we obtain the following result, along the same lines as Hagerup and Raman [22].

Lemma 12 For any fixed� > 0, n keys can be padded-sorted inO(log logn) CRCW time, with padding-factor�(n), usingn1+� processors.

An (m;�)-sampleof a setA is a subsetB such that, for each pair of elementsx; y 2 B,jrankA(x)� rankA(y)j � mjAjjBj jrankB(x)� rankB(y)j+ �jAj:
By choosing a group sampleB � A, using the procedure described previously, we can show that:

Lemma 13 B is a (�(m); �(m)=m)-sample ofA, computable inO(log logn) CRCW time, usingmn proces-
sors. MoreoverjBj = n=m.

The proof follows by summing(jrankBi(x) � rankBi(y)j + 1) over allBi. From the definition of(m;�)
sample, the following can easily be verified.

Lemma 14 ([22]) LetB be a(r; �)-sample ofA and letC be a(r0; �0) sample ofB. ThenC is a (rr0; r�0+ �)
sample ofA.

We now describe the algorithm for findingr approximate splitters of a setX of n numbers. We may assume we
havenr processors initially. Thus, using Lemma 13, we compute a subsetB1 � X, which is a(�(m); �(m)=m)-
sample, wherem = r. Note thatjB1j = n=r, so we now have a processor advantage ofr2. Next we computeB2, which is a(�(r2); �(r2)=r2)-sample ofB1. At stagei, we will compute a(�(r2i); �(r2i)=r2i)-sample
of Bi. By induction, we can show thatjBij = n=r2i�1. Now, from Lemma 14, we can show thatBi is

a
�Qi �(r2i);Qi �(r2i)=r�-sample ofX. We continue this process untilBj � n3=4 for the first time, call

this subsetD. Clearly j < log logn and fromr � n1=4 it follows that n1=4 � jDj � n3=4. algorithm.

Thus we can ensure thatD is a
�Qi �(r2i);Qi �(r2i)=r�-sample ofX. Since(1 + x) � ex, it follows thatQi �1 + 12i � = O(1). SoD is a(0; 0=r) sample ofX, for some constant0. SupposejDj = q, then chooser

equally spaced elements fromD and call this setS. We claim thatS is a set ofr elements which approximately
splitsX with expansion factor

pr. To see this, note that between two consecutive elements ofS there areq=r
elements ofD. SinceD is a (0; 0=r) sample ofX, it follows (from the definition of an(m;�)-sample) that
there are a maximum of0(n=q)(q=r) + 0(1=r)n elements ofX. Substituting00 = 02 the number of elements
can be bounded byO(p00n=r). Forr � 00, this is less thannpr . This completes the proof of Lemma 1. Note

thatC = 00 in the statement of Lemma 1.
Remark The running time of the above algorithm for finding approximate splitters can be improved toO(log log n)
time by noting that only the first group sampling step takesO(log log n) andO(1) thereafter by exploiting pro-
cessor advantage carefully. This was pointed out by one of the reviewers.
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